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What People Are Saying About Igneous
“Igneous’ automated cloud tiering to any region
and at multiple storage tiers within all major public
clouds gives us choice and agility no other solution
offers today.”
Michael Cockrill
CTO
Altius Institute for Biomedical Sciences

“At PAIGE.ai we are using artificial intelligence to
revolutionize the clinical diagnosis and treatment
of cancer. Igneous is able to provide intelligent
data management that enables us to analyze an
immense volume of unstructured pathology data.
We rely on Igneous’ expertise in unstructured data
management to help us succeed with our mission.”
Dr. Brandon Rothrock
Sr AI Scientist
PAIGE.ai

“Their zero-touch admin is real. It’s the least admin
overhead of anything I own.”
Systems Architect
Public Research University

“Igneous is on the cutting edge of a huge
architectural shift in enterprise computing”
John Furrier
Co-founder / CEO
SiliconANGLE

“Igneous will particularly appeal to I&O leaders who
seek to lower storage TCO for unstructured data.”

“Our aim is to answer some of the biggest questions
in bioscience and help accelerate research around
the world. Partners like Igneous allow our scientists
to focus on innovation and understanding what
makes us human.”
Kris Winkler
Director - IT Operations
Allen Institute

“I think it’s going to be very valuable for highperformance-computing-driven workflows where
people need to build a very powerful service or
system that allows them to crunch a lot of data. The
twist Igneous is adding is they’re doing it as a service.”
Christophe Bertrand
Senior Analyst
Enterprise Strategy Group

“The company delivers the only Unstructured Data
Management (UDM) as-a-Service offering, giving
data-centric enterprises visibility, protection, and
data mobility at scale.”
Chris Mellor
Editor
Blocks & Files

“New public cloud enhancements give Igneous
customers granular control of their data, letting
them move individual data sets to any storage tier in
public clouds.”
Johnny Yu
News Writer
TechTarget

Storage Analysts
Gartner Group
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“Igneous is focused on providing “as-a-service”
solutions for unstructured data, including storage,
backup & archival, global metadata indexing, and
data workflow management.”
Ethan Banks
Writer
Packet Pushers

“We believe Igneous embodies the drive, skill and
passion on which tech thrives.”
Alex Vieux
Chairman
Red Herring

“Igneous provides continuous data visibility; search
and classification; backup, archive and disaster
recovery of all files and objects; and automated
dataset movement based on data lifecycle
requirements.”
Antony Adshead
Storage Editor
Computer Weekly

“Igneous supports backup and long-term archiving of
unstructured file data to Azure Archive Blob Storage.”
Kumail Hussain
Sr. Program Manager
Microsoft

“Igneous provides a solution that can store massive
amounts of data. The solution also has the capability
to interface directly with NAS systems (and currently
supports NetApp, Dell EMC Isilon and Pure’s
FlashBlade).”

“DataProtect, DataDiscover and DataFlow support
all file and object protocols in their native formats,
across any on-premises or cloud location. Datacentric businesses, regardless of size, tend to be
ideal customer for Igneous services.”
Lynn Haber
Content Director
Channel Futures

“Igneous Systems provides multiprotocol support for
Dell EMC Isilon OneFS, direct integration with Qumulo
File Fabric (QF2) and Pure Storage FlashBlade object
storage support. Igneous backs up data to its fully
managed appliance that runs in the customer’s
data center. Customers can also tier data up to the
Amazon, Microsoft and Google public clouds.
Paul Crocetti
Senior Site Editor
TechTarget

“Igneous offers visibility into data assets and ensures
they are migrated in a systematic way that reduces
manual processes and enables scalable growth.”
Kylie Anderson
Storage Writer
SiliconAngle

“We are excited to see how their archive capability
with API automation and fast data movers can really
help us dramatically optimize our current workflow
which will speed up our ability to deliver cost savings
to the business by freeing up primary storage
quicker.”
Senior IT Manager
Semiconductor and
Telecommunications
Equipment Company

George Crump
President
Storage Switzerland, LLC
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